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THIS is a Christmas Tree?
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How to help a plug
keep plugging
Pulp for paper making is chewed up inside this Jordan
engine by a cone-shaped plug that forces the pulp
against knife edges in the shell. Clearance between
plug and shell must be held extremely close, so the de-
signers mounted the plug shaft on Timken 1) bearings.
Timken bearings take radial and thrust loads in any
combination, keep shafts in positive alignment. De-
flection and end movement are eliminated.
Mounting plug shaft bearings
The application shown here uses four single-row Timken
tapered roller bearings mounted in pairs for the thrust
and floating ends of the plug shaft. They are mounted
directly on tapered sleeves and adjusted by means of
shims between the cup follower and bearing housing.
The right hand or thrust end bearing assembly carries
the thrust load and is clamped on the shaft by means of
an end cap and cap screws. A nut next to the tapered
sleeve facilitates removal of the bearing assembly.
Both thrust and floating ends are free to move laterally
as the plug and shell are adjusted for clearance. Closures
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TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS
How you can learn
more about bearings
Some of the engineering problems you'll face after
graduation will involve bearing applications. If
you'd like to learn more about this phase of engi-
neering, we'll be glad to help. For a copy of the
270-page Genral Information Manual on Timken
bearings, write today to The Timken Roller Bear-
ing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And don't forget to
clip this page for future reference.
NOT JUST A BALL 0 NOT JUST A ROLLER CCD THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER •
BEARING TAKES RADIAL AND THRUST --CD- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
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The Cover
Some jokester told Santa there was a
Christmas Tree to be decorated in the
middle of this field, and he's puzzled.
Artist Earl Neff's whimsical illustration
is, of course, based on the fact that
"Christmas Tree" is oil man's lingo for
the assembly of pipes, valves, and throt-
tles that control the flow of an oil well.
Courtesy of THE SOHIOAN.
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"'God bless everybody!' he said ...short and sweet.
"Then I kissed him goodnight, tucked him
in, put out the light and went downstairs.
"That was a big order! Two billion people
on this earth . . . and Jimmy was praying
for them all!
"Now . . . if you were going to have that
many people blessed, what one big blessing
would you wish for them all?
"Freedom! What finer thing than Freedom for
all the peoples of the world? Why, anybody
who knows what our Freedom really means
would give his eyeteeth to be an American
citizen. Let's see why:
"Here we have freedom of religion. Our news-
papers can say anything they want and so can
we, short of libel, slander or sedition. Our
kids are taught Freedom from kindergarten
up. Here we have a free choice of places to
live in, businesses to go into or jobs to work
at, like mine at Republic (you ought to see
the steel we're producing down at the plant!)
"Come voting time, nobody sees us mark our
ballots . . . nor can he know whom we vote
for. And we can squawk our heads off in town
meetings or write what we think to our Con-
gressmen ... and nobody puts us in jail for it.
"As long as we don't step on the other fellow's
Freedom, we Americans are the freest people
in the world. But there are plenty of people
trying to rob us of those Freedoms and run
things their way. Outside enemies . . . but we
have plenty inside, too. They sneak into
our schools, businesses, unions, social clubs
... everywhere!
"Let's keep an eye on those who attack our
Freedoms ... while Jimmy prays for the other
two billion whose greatest blessing would be
the Freedoms we already have!"
REPUBLIC STEEL
Republic Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio
LIKE GOLD, SCRAP IS WHERE YOU FIND And
there's scarcely an industry, business or storage yard
that cannot yield a rich load of Scrap Iron. Do you
know that it takes 100 tons of Scrap Iron to produce
200 tons of new steel? Of course, you know how badly
America needs that new steel today. For Defense. For
Construction. For Production. And for Civilian needs.
Prospect around your place for all the discarded,
broken, worn or obsolete equipment, tools and
machines today. And sell it to your local "junk" dealer
for Scrap tomorrow!
{For a full color reprint of this advertisement,
write Dept. H, Republic Steel, Cleveland 1, Ohio.
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1952
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Polytechnic Institute during the
present school year to learn more about your college entrance and the engineer-










A straight line is the shortest distance in careers, too. At Westinghouse
we assume the responsibility of defining that line clearly for college
graduates who join us. Only in that way can you get set right, avoid
costly trial and error procedure ... and achieve surer success.
With the Westinghouse Plan, you start an orientation program at the
new Educational Center. Here, you learn about Westinghouse, its
products and operation. You make new friends and contacts that last
through the years.
This is followed with basic training, where you learn industry and
industrial organization and have an opportunity to see the many fields
of endeavor and diverse careers open to you at Westinghouse . . . in
research, engineering, manufacturing and application.
In a short time, you gain a clear understanding of business and
industry from top-ranking men in their fields . . . and have the benefit
of personal counsel in selecting the field for your career.
For more details about the Westinghouse Plan for college graduates,
send for our 32-page booklet—"Finding Your Place in Industry".
G-10171
EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT
YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S
Westinghouse
To obtain copy of
"Finding Your Place in Industry", consult Placement
Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to:
The new Westinghouse
Educational Center was
designed to meet the full





and hobby rooms . .
darkroom for photog-
raphers, radio center for
hams, billiard, card and
game rooms.
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The following comments are the contribution of Mr. H. A. Schwartz, Manager of Research, National Malleable
and Steel Casting Company. Mr. Schwartz is a graduate of Rose in the class of 1901.
Engineering knowledge is of no
use until it is transmitted to others.
The method takes many forms:
plans and specifications, balance
sheets, flow sheets, graphs, and writ-
ten reports and instructions. In-
dustrial research reports are con-
cerned with the transmittal of in-
dustrial i esearch information to
those who should apply it in order
to make profits.
There are well-defined schemes
for reporting the results of labora-
tory investigations, as theses or
scientific publications. Such papers
begin with an abstract, followed in
order by a statement of the prob-
lem, justification for its study and
a synopsis of existing pertinent in-
formation. Then follows a descrip-
tion of the experimental procedure,
observational data, discussion of
their accuracy and meaning (in-
cluding correlation with previous
knowledge), and conclusions. The
arrangement is excellent if the pros-
pective reader can be assumed to
have interest and knowledge in the
field.
This assumption is not usually
valid for the readers of an industrial
research report. It is to be assumed
that their interest must be awakened
and retained by keeping in the fore-
ground the utility of the report. The
only reason the present writer has
for presenting his views is that he
has been writing such reports for
about 31 years at the rate of almost
100 a year and has tried to benefit
by the reactions of the readers.
To begin with, there are two
principles to be kept in mind. In
the words of William McDermott
of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, "If
you are not clear, you are not read."
If you write poor English, you lose
the respect of your better educated
readers. Slovenly writing may be
regarded as symptomatic of slovenly
thinking. The first principle means
that you must write in language
familiar to the reader. This prohibits
the use of unnecessary, unfamiliar
technical terms; of mathematics be-
yond the familiarity of the reader;
of simple equations unless the vari-
ous quantities are defined and the
units of measurement stated; and
so on. Involved sentences containing
modifying clauses are hard to read.
The use of "four-dollar" words,
usually of classic derivation, makes
for obscurity. You are telling a story,
not displaying your vocabulary.
A few great scientific writers,
notably Henry Marion Howe, have
been able to write readable science
which was also great literature.
Probably you are not one of these.
"Elegant" English will prove a
snare but good grammar is a must.
Unfortunately engineering students
show lamentably little respect for
this simple cultural skill. All that is
asked is knowing the nominative
from the objective, making verbs
and subjects agree in number,
avoiding the split infinitive and the
sentence ending in a preposition or
beginning with a conjunction. A
sentence so constructed that you
have to ponder its grammar is a
bad sentence anyway.
The presentation of your facts
must be from your reader's view-
point. You are not writing to please
yourself but to interest him. Indus-
trial reports usually go to but few
readers and their author has the
opportunity of studying individual
reader psychology. This opportunity
is lacking for a report circulating in
print to the general public.
The readers of industrial research
reports are, in the nature of things,
busy men. They do not want to
spend time and effort figuring out
what your writings mean. They will
read them only if their interest is
immediately aroused and will go on
reading only as long as they feel
that they are likely to gain useful
information. You must write so you
can be understood and so that you
cannot be misunderstood.
Specific statements are better than
generalities. Positive statements are
better than negative. Apologetic ones
have no place in such reports. If
you have found that "A" varies and
have tried to explain the variation
by considering the effects of "B"
and "C" without success, then do
not write: —"We were unable to ex-
plain the variations in
rather "The variations
not related to changes






If suitable investigation justifies it,
a still better statement is "The vari-
ations in 'A' are no greater than the
precision of our measurements and
are therefore meaningless."
The order of presentation will
follow somewhat the classic form
but will vary from that in emphasis.
First there will be an abstract or
summary. Its purpose is two-fold.
Most important: to give the busy
man an idea of whether he should
read the report as a whole; second:
Concluded on page 20
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The United States has always
prided itself on being the world's
leader in airplane development and
production. It does lead today in the
production of aircraft, but ever since
jets took over the stage, the United
States has lagged behind in improve-
ments.
It all started back in March of
1938 when the British Air Minis-
try let a development contract to
Sir Frank Whittle's firm, Power
Jets, Ltd. Full-scale research and
development were then begun on
Whittle's idea of airplanes powered
with jet turbines instead of the con-
ventional piston-stroke engine. Three
years later the first British jet-
propelled aircraft, the Gloster Whit-
tle E 28 39, forerunner of a long
line of successful turbojet planes,
made its maiden flight.
Since that time, Britain has been
well ahead in the jet-transport re-
search projects which sprang up
following the success of the Gloster
Whittle. It is puzzling to many
Americans that the United States
should get behind in jet develop-
ment. The answer goes back a few
years to World War II, when the
United States and Britain pooled
aircraft engineering knowhow and
research. The production role fell
to the United States plane manu-
facturers, while the British aircraft
industry concentrated on research
and development.
By Robert Ray, jr., m.e.
Two years ago Britain's wartime
experimentation paid off with Lie
announcement of the successful
flight of a 48-passenger, four-jet
transport called the deHavilland
Comet. This news was rather start-
ling to the United States aircraft
industry, which had considered jet
power for transport planes a thing
of the distant future.
Another explanation for the
British coup-de-grace lay in the re-
fusal of United States airlines to
recognize the need for jet research.
Millions of dollars had been invested
by private airlines in the piston-
engined planes left over from the
war. High profits were being made
with piston-engined planes and
there was no desire for a change to
jet-powered planes.
Now, however, with the all-too-
promising threat of successful Brit-
ish air competition, industry faces
the need for a complete revision in
its production of aircraft. Although
the United States government and
industry have failed to surmount the
great development costs for jet
transport prototypes, jet develop-
ment has not been entirely neglect-
ed. Already the four-jet Chase C-
123 modified military assault craft
has been successfully flown. Two
promising United States jet-trans-
port-design proposals by Boeing and
Lockheed are waiting for customers
subject to United States military
approval. Considerable research
knowledge, used in the design of
the Boeing and Lockheed trans-
ports has been gained by study of
the jet bombers now being used in
the Korean War.
For example, Lockheed's four-jet
L-193 transport proposal, recently
shelved because of military com-
mitments, is a scaled up version of
its sweptwing penetration fighter.
Similarly, research data has been
obtained for Boeing's proposed
transport B-473 from actual flight
experience of its B-47 bomber.
These observations and research
data have led to the indisputable
conclusion by aircraft men that jet
transport planes are a "must" for
the future. And, with the headway
gained by the British, the not too
distant future. Although not yet on
a trans-Atlantic scale, British Over-
seas Airways has fourteen deHavil-
land Comets on order, four of which,
Mark II's, will span the Atlantic on
scheduled service, powered by Rolls-
Royce Avon engines. The date for
delivery has been set at 1953.
Realizing the great advantages in
the reduction of flying time through
the use of jet-powered transport
planes, the Lockheed Corporation
sent brochures to American Air-
lines, Trans-World Airlines, and
Pan American World Airways, with
statistics supporting its argument
that jet transports will be able to
operate in today's traffic patterns
despite their high speed potentials.
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The brochure shows how fourteen
b4-passenger L-193's, which could be
ready by 1956, would relieve 25
Douglas DC-6's or Constellation.
and produce annual 810,5u0,000
operating profits for American Air-
lines, while the 25 DC-6 s would net
operating profits of only 86,700,000
for the same number of plane-miles
per year. The four-jet L-193 could
be operated at the same cost for
short flight ranges and actually be
flown more cheaply than the DC-6
for long-range flights.
The chart shows how Lockheed
plans to fly the same number or
plane-miies a year with its four-
teen L-193's as American Airlines'
25 DC-6 s now fly, in less time and
with nearly 84,00,000 more oper-
ating profits per annum making use
or existing landing fields. A variety
of new and superior features for
the two new transport proposals Oi
Boeing and Lockheed include 64-
passenger domestic capacity for the
L-193 which will cruise at 582 m.p.h.
at 35,000 feet and similar figures for
the B-473 of a high-density 97-pass-
enger cabin and 500 m.p.h. cruising
speed at 40,000 feet.
Both Boeing and Lockheed pro-
posals specify more powerful turbo-
jet engines than are now in opera-
tion. But several of the jet engines
at present in development (Pratt
and Whitney J-57, Allison J-35-A-23,
PLAN CHARACTERISTICS LOCKHEED
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and the Westinghouse J-40) give
promise of the high force of thrust
needed to achieve the performances
calculated for the B-473 and L-193.
The Boeing transport specifies
four 9,250-lb. static thrust engines
slung two in a pod under either
wing, and the Lockheed proposal
calls for even higher requirements
with four 12,200-lb. thrust engines
installed in a cluster at the rear of
the fuselage, aft of the passenger
cabin.
Features of the B-473 include:
easily accessible jet pod engines, the
safety feature of carrying all fuel
in outer wing pods, double pane
windows, front or rear loading, fully-
pressurized, 700 cubic feet capacity
cargo compartments, and dual
wheels throughout.
The L-193 lists thermal de-icing
in leading edges of the wing and
tail, engines compartmented with
fire-resistant materials, easily reach-
ed hydraulic and electrical systems,
and short intake ducts.
The Boeing and Lockheed jet
transport proposals are today only
paper airplanes, their development
subject to the approval of the De-
partment of Defense. Even should
development begin tomorrow, it is
estimated that it would be well over
two years before the prototypes
would fly, and possibly another three
years before the airplanes could be
in transport service in production
quantities.
eaffird44 ga4aett
By Duane Pyle, sr. c.e., Carl Bals, Sr. ch.e.,
Jack Fare11, soph. ch.e., Jesse W. Foreman, soph. ch.e.
The Deadline
The editorial staff of the Technic
loves to send all of the working staff
members to scurrying to their type-
writers and pens once every month
with that dread work—deadline. It
has been customary for the students
who write for the Technic to partial-
ly ignore these editorial edicts, for
whoever heard of the Technic meet-
ing a deadline? But, this month,
someone got the wild idea of getting
the December Technic out before the
Christmas vacation. Can you
imagine? The Staff of Campus Sur-
vey was not available for comment,
or contributions either, for that
matter.
To top this off, nothing to speak
of has happened during the last
month. Oh sure, there have been
some brawls, but we're not permit-
ted to discuss them here. No as-
semlies, no big dances, no visiting
movie stars . . . nothing but school—
ugh!
But, you say, surely there have
been some doings of note during
the last month. Well, if you count
the Thanksgiving vacation. That
was probably the highlight, or should
we say highlife, of the month. It
would make interesting reading to
record the comments of the students
as they arrived back at school on
the Monday morning following the
vacation. Again we are restricted by
the Technic policy prohibiting the
printing of that sort of thing.
We often hear the comment that
we should make the Technic differ-
ent. This month, of necessity, we
had to make our page a bit different
with a little nonsense sprinkled here
and there. Next month we plan to
return to the old policy of describing
interesting events in as dull a way
as possible.
Lucy 7 7 ? ?
Who in the Sam Hill is Lucy? The
only female who goes to class at
R.P.I., that's who Lucy is. Take the
other day for instance: Hutch was
lecturing to a bunch of Civils in the
Civil Lab West when in she walked.
Hutch didn't say a word but kept
right on with his lecture; something
about the Solar Ephemiris and its
effect on a water supply, I believe.
Lucy started rubbing against Tom
Grinslade's leg. Tom kept right on
sleeping. Then, Lucy walked saucily
over to Bill Elsey. Without opening
his eyes, Bill started stroking her
back. All of a sudden he woke up
and realized what he was doing; he
kept right on stroking her back.
This sort of thing happens regularly
too! And do you know what? Lucy
caught two rats in the boiler room
that same afternoon! Wow, that
Lucy is some cat!
Rose Drops Last Two Contests
The Fighting Engineers of Poly-
tech wrote "finis" to the 1951 foot-
ball campaign by dropping their last
game to Elmhurst college by a
margin of 18-0. Victory eluded the
ball club the previous week at
Principia, the score there being 13-0,
making the grand total for the sea-
son 2 victories and 5 defeats.
Win or lose, the team put every-
thing they had into every game. The
departing seniors, who have played
their last game for the Rose and
White, are Captain Torn Grinslade,
Gene Hailstone, Jim Dunlop, Milton
Danner, Leo Little, Morris Griffiths,
Chris Scharpenberg, Bill Elsey, Dick
Thomas, Jim Moulton, and Bob
Reink Mg.
The juniors' contribution to this
year's club consisted of stalwarts
Jim Mook, and Bill Stewart.
The sophomore contingent listed
Rex Leonard, Bob Rader, Joe Ver-
deyn, Joe Turpen, Bill Jones, Gene
Sovereign, and Urv Ulbirck.
The frosh were well represented
by Bob Mogle, Mike Dragon, Bill
Boring, Ray Rice, Dick Kerestury,
Bob Sattizahn, Bill Scharpenberg,
Jim Tatooles, Larry Samuels, Jim
McCullough, and Bud Beaman.
The club was ablely managed by
R. C. Miller and associates Bob Ray,
Bud Teague, Dave Cotton, "Rick"
Werking, and "Chick" Stafford.
Operating under the guiding hand
of Coach Phil Brown, the team
showed a great improvement over
last year's squad. Unfortunately,
graduation will leave quite a few
gaps in the lineup, but there are
willing and able replacements to fill
them.
With Brown at the helm, the frosh
at the oars and the '52 season over
the horizon, who knows? This year
two wins—next year???
Library Notes
The library now has the 1951 edi-
tion of the Rand-McNally Com-
mercial Atlas. This is—in the opinion
of many authorities—the best Atlas
presently available. In addition to
very fine maps it contains this in-
formation, among other things:
population of even the smallest
towns and villages according to the
1950 census (for the U. S.), a list
of U. S. Railroads, map showing
National Parks and Monuments,
airline map of the U. S. and air
distance table. For each state the
following information is given: re-
tail and wholesale trade by counties,
Continued on page 22
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Justus Liebig was a young
German boy of sixteen years work-
ing as an enthusiastic apprentice in
an apothecary shop when he made
his first debut as a scientist. While
experimenting with a substance in
which he was profoundly interested,
young Liebig was responsible for an
explosion which not only removed
the roof from the apothecary es-
tablishment but the person of von
Liebig as well. Fortunately for the
world of chemistry, this unfortunate
incident was not the ending but
only the beginning of a brilliant
career in chemistry for this young
German lad.
Shortly after, he attended the
German Universities of Bonn and
Erlangen. His studies in these uni-
versities were terminated by his
participation in a student society
which was not sanctioned by his
native government because of its
political tendencies. Education had
taught Liebig the value of prudence;
therefore he left Germany for Paris,
where his abilities brought him to
the notice of Alexander von Hum-
bolt. Humbolt recognized Liebig's
ability and started him on the road
to success by securing a position for
the young German in the laboratory
of the illustrious Gay-Lussac. Here,
he began his first successful research
in the study of explosive fulmin-
ates, the very chemical which had
brought ruin to his career as an




By Paul C. Elliott, fresh.
"Every theory which urges men to labor and research, which excites acute-
ness and sustains perseverance, is a gain to science, for it is labor and re-
search which lead to discoveries."
While working with this group
of compounds, Liebig discovered a
substance similar in composition to
the silver cyanate prepared by
Woehler, yet vastly diiierent in
chemical and physical properties.
This chance discovery was brought
to the attention of the Swedish
chemist Berzelius, who recognized
i:s tremendous importance. Both
Liebig and Woehler had chanced up-
on the discovery of an isomer —
chemical compounds containing the
same number of atoms of the same
kind, but differing in their proper-
ties. This phenomenon of isomerism
proved of great value in the explan-
ation of the tremendous number of
compounds of organic chemistry.
This incident was the beginning of
a great and enduring friendship be-
tween these two great scientists. No
haggling over theories or discoveries
ever disrupted their life long friend-
ship. They worked together for a
common goal, the advancement of
scientific knowledge.
While many are aware of Liebig's
invention of the Liebig condenser,
few persons realize that his greatest
contribution to the field of chemistry
was his development of the best
method of teaching and studying the
science of chemistry. He was the
first to offer a systematic instruction
of chemistry accompanied by labora-
tory facilities. After his appointment
to the Professorship of Chemistry
at the German University of Gies-
sen, he rapidly developed a labora-
tory famous the world over. His
writings and teachings not only gave
great impetus to the progress of
chemical education in Germany,
but attracted students from all parts
—LIEBIG.
of the world. Among his most re-
nowned students were Robert Bun-
sen, inventor of the spectroscope, and
Frederick Kekule, originator of the
benzene ring theory. Much of the
early chemical activity in America
may be attributed to Liebig's teach-
ings brought over from Europe by
his many American students.
America's regard for the teacher of
so many of her distinguished sons
is shown in the emblem of the
American Chemical Society, on
which is depicted Liebig's potash
bulb.
Throughout his lifetime Liebig ac-
complished much in the field of
organic chemistry. His accurate
methods of organic chemical analysis
have led to his being acknowledged
by many to be the 'Father ()I
Modern Analytical Chemistry.' He
also discovered chloroform and alde-
hyde, developed a process for the
manufacture of potassium cyanide,
and worked in collaboration with
Woehler on the constitution of the
bitter oil of almonds and uric acid.
One cannot leave Liebig without
pausing to note his extremely inter-
esting personality. He was eager,
enthusiastic, combative, inspiration-
al to his fellow workers, and willing
to sacrifice himself—or anyone else
—in the pursuit of truth. Demanding
the uttermost of his students and
assistants, he worked in his beloved
laboratory with the enthusiasm of
one truly in love with his work.
The passing years have failed to
dim his works. They have but served
to enhance the brilliance of the ac-
complishments of Justus von Liebig,
"The Father of Modern Chemical
Education."
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Corona Motor
The "corona motor" is simply
three "L"-shaped rods connected to
a hub that rotates atop a vertical
rod projecting from an insulator.
When one million volts is applied,
the "jet" action of the corona dis-
charge from the trailing tips of the
bent rods causes the assembly to
rotate.
New Jet Engine
The General Electric Company
recently announced a new turbojet
engine which is far more powerful
than the company's present battle-
tested jets, although the same frame
size.
The turbojet was introduced at
the annual convention of the Avia-
tion Writers Association in New
York. The company said it incorpor-
ates all the best features of the
famed J-47 engine as proved in
thousands of hours of service, plus
the results of imaginative engineer-
ing thinking supported by advanced
research and testing. The current
J-47 is the powerplant for such top
Air Force planes as the North
Corona Motor
R&leaiicit 4 frt
By Fritz Wheeler, jr., e.e., John Rinker, jr., ch.e., a
American F-86 "Sabre' fighter and
the six-jet Boeing B-47 "Stratojet"
bomber.
Although its power could not be
revealed, it puts out far more thrust
than the present J-47 which is rated
in excess of 5,200 pounds. (Turbo-
jet power is rated in pounds of
thrust, or driving force, exerted.)
Designated the J-47-GE-21, the
turbojet is the first of the company's
"Advanced J-47' series to be an-
nounced.
Neil Burgess, Jr., assistant man-
ager of engineering of the G-E Air-
craft Gas Turbine Divisions, said the
"21' is an "all weather" engine with
anti-icing features and high altitude
starting characteristics. It may be
equipped for either water, alcohol
injection or afterburning for greatly
added thrust power for short periods.
A tailpipe variable jet nozzle may
be added to obtain maximum
efficiency.
"These are the three basic tools
which gave us more thrust than we
have achieved previously in a given
amount of space, plus the added
benefit of lower fuel consumption,"
Burgess noted.
He said the company is also
working on other new engines in-
cluding the XJ-53 which cannot be
further identified.
Burgess told the writers that the
Advanced J-47:
1. Was developed in record time-
18 months from the time drawings
were under way until 50-hour tests
were completed.
2. Was designed for best perform-
ance compatible with simplicity, re-
liability and producibility.
3. Combines new designs with
battle-tested features of the present
J-47.
4. Has a low rate of fuel consump-
tion.
The engine has a so-called "can-
nular" type of combustion system
consisting of a single combustion
space containing individual "cans."
Some accessories, housed in the
nose in the current production en-
gines, have been placed underneath
to provide a greater air inlet area
to the compressor. The compressor—
which forces air in great quantities
to the combustion chambers—com-
bines high air flows, high pressure
ratios and high efficiency with a
minimum number of stages.
Burgess said the turbine is con-
nected directly with the compressor.
The basic engine control is a hy-
draulic system, which proved itself
on other model G-E engines. Ex-
haust temperatures are controlled
electrically. The oil is cooled by en-
gine fuel and is contained in a tank
on the engine.
"Hot noses," achieved by bleeding
hot air from the compressor to
hollow nose parts, and retractable
air inlet screens are used to prevent
ice collection on these critical inlet
parts.
With modification of accessory
mountings, and other minor changes,
the "21" will become the J-47-GE-29.
Addition of an afterburner forms
the J-47-GE-31. The basic engine
is 36.75 inches in diameter and 146
inches long.
General Electric's current pro-
duction J-47 turbojets power such
Air Force planes as the six-jet Boe-
ing B-47, world's fastest known
bomber; the North American F-86,
the Air Force's fastest operational
fighter, and four jet B-45 bombers;
the Convair B-36, intercontinental
bomber which has four jets in addi-
tion to six piston engines; the Re-
public XF-91, high altitude inter-




lack Vrydagh, jr., m.e.
Special Microscope
Deadly radioactive materials, hid-
den behind a thick concrete wali,
can now be safely studied and
photographed under a microscope
by atomic scientists, using a new
instrument.
The instrument is a special micro-
scope for examining the structure
of metals, combined with camera,
periscopes and an illuminating sys-
tem, in such an arrangement that
light can get in and out through
the thick walls of the test chamber,
but dangerous radiation from the
radioactive specimens are complete-
ly blocked.
Operated by remote control, the
instrument permits atomic research-
ers to work in complete safety.
Some sort of remotely controlled
"mechanical hands" are used to place
the specimens in position, and to
remove them after examination.
Light for illumination of the speci-
men comes from an arc lamp out-
side the thick-walled test chamber,
and goes into the chamber through
a lens system placed in a tubular
hole through the wall. The light is
reflected from the specimen, and
comes out again through another
series of lenses, to form the magni-
fied image.
Both lens systems are offset by
means of mirrors, which change the
light path from horizontal to verti-
cal, and then back to horizontal
again. Radioactive radiations from
inside the test cell are not reflected
and cannot get around the offset. If
the tube were straight, however,
they might be able to emerge
through the opening for the lenses.
In using the microscope, which
extends into the test chamber, the
specimen is put into place on the
microscope stage. Looking through
a single eyepiece, the operator em-
ploys the remote controls to get the
specimen adjusted and properly fo-
cused. Then the visual eyepiece is
exchanged for a photographic one,
and the camera is swung into posi-
tion to make the photograph.
At the lowest power, the instru-
ment shows the specimen in its
actual size, without any magnifica-
tion, whereas 1,000 diameters magni-
fication ma Y be obtained with the
highest power. These different
powers are achieved by the use of
several objective lenses for the
microscope, which are mounted on
a revolving turret and can be swung
into place, again by remote control,
as desired. The objectives are so ad-
justed that it is not necessary to re-
focus when changing from one power
to another.
Polarized light, consisting of vi-
brations in a single plane, as opposed
to ordinary light in which the vibra-
tions are in many different direc-
tions, is invaluable in the study of
metals, and may also be used. This
is made possible by a light-polarizing
slide in the path of light from the
illuminator. By remote control the
slide may be put in or out of position
as desired.
This instrument is expected to
make possible investigations on the
effects of radiation damage to ma-
terials that have never before been
accomplished.
Internally Cooled Generator Coils
A new method of cooling large
turbine generators will make it pos-
sible to increase ratings by as much
as one-half. The new cooling tech-
nique consists simply of blowing
hydrogen gas at high velocity
through specially-constructed hollow
generator coils. This brings the
hydrogen, the cooling medium, in
direct contact with the copper in
which the heat is generated.
Since this cooling method reduces
to almost zero the heat flow through
the coil insulation, the temperature
of the copper coils is determined by
the temperature of the hydrogen
gas, and the heat transfer coefficient
from the copper to the hydrogen.
Therefore, for a given maximum
temperature rise, it will be possible
to pass more current through the
coils, since the additional heat that
results can be quickly dissipated.
Internal cooling is particularly
applicable to units for ratings of
90,000 kw and above. The improved
cooling makes possible the construc-
tion of ratings much larger than
now possible with conventional
hydrogen cooling. Ratings of 3600-
rpm single-unit generators of 250,000
to 275,000 kw now appear possible
at power factors and stability char-
acteristics suitable for the large
electric utility systems.
The increase in copper losses due
to higher current densities is more
than offset by the reduction in bear-
ing losses resulting from the smaller
bearings required for the smaller
rotors, and the reduction in rotor
surface losses resulting from the
appreciable increase in the radial




'03 H. E. Wiedemann, Ch.E., re-
cently presented the chemis-
try department library with Vol-
umes 28 and 29 of Chemical Ab-
stracts and Volumes 69 and 70 of the
Journal of the American Chemical
Society. These books, together with
Mr. Wiedemann's previous gifts of
Volumes 1-27 of the Abstracts and
Volumes 24-68 of the Journal, oc-
cupy 42 feet of shelf space on the
south wall of the chemistry labora-
tory. These volumes, which are
duplicates of those which the school
has provided in the main library,
make two sets of these important
chemical reference works available
to faculty and students.
Mr. Wiedemann, who is a consult-
ing and analytical chemist in St.
Louis, served Rose as Vice President
of the Alumni Association in 1935,
as Alumni Member of the Board of
Managers (1949-1950), and was the
commencement speaker in 1945.
15 James R. Sage, registrar at
Iowa State College for thirty
years, died at his home in Ames, fol-
lowing a serious illness.
Mr. Sage was born in Ohio, June
15, 1899. He received the B. A. from
Ohio State University in 1912, and
the M. S. in mathematics from Rose
in 1915. Before receiving his M. S.
degree, he was an instructor in
mathematics and physics at Rose.
After receiving the M. S. degree,
Mr. Sage joined the Iowa State
faculty as an instructor in mathe-
matics, and later he was promoted
to assistant professor in 1919. In
1920 he became the first full-time
registrar of Iowa State College.
Mr. Sage was active in education-
al advancements, and served a term
as a member of the Armed Forces
Institute Committee which deter-
mines an educational program for
By Chris Sharpenberg, sr., m.e.
William Sharpenberg, fresh.
the Armed Forces.
Mr. Sage is survived by his
widow, the former Jessie May
Ewing of Emporia, Kansas, whom
he married August 5, 1915. Also, a
brother, Walter Sage, and sister,
Mrs. Howard Patgar, both of Car-
dington, Ohio, survived Mr. Sage.
'35 Bert L. Pearce, M. E., has been
appointed Chief Engineer of
Link-Belt Company in Indianapolis
Bert L. Pearce
Mr. Pearce started with Link-Belt
in the order department of the In-
dianapolis Dodge Plant. Since then
he has held various important posi-
tions in engineering and sales at
both the Dodge and Ewart plants.
For the past ten months he has been
assistant chief engineer for product
design.
From 1942 to 1946, Mr. Pearce, as
a lieutenant in the U. S. Naval Re-
serve, served as assistant planning
officer at the Norfolk Navy Yard.
Upon returning to Link-Belt after
the war, he served as a sales engi-
neer specializing on sales to farm
equipment manufacturers.
Oct. '43 The James L. Johnstons
have announced the
birth of a daughter, Rebecca Lynn,
born Aug. 3, 1951.
Dec. '47 Jack R. Fehrenbach,
E.E., is supervisor of
the new Bloomington, Illinois, sales
office and warehouse for the A. 0.
Smith Corporation of Milwaukee.
The Corporation makes a new type
of glass-lined storage tanks for silage
and grain, known as "Harvestore."
Dec. '47 Frederick E. Koebel,
C.E., has started to
work for the Southwest Research In-
stitute, San Antonio, Texas, as a re-
search engineer. Before receiving
his M.S. in 1950, Mr. Koebel was a
graduate assistant and instructor at
Purdue University.
July '49 Donald R. Coughanowr,
Ch.E., has received a
Master of Science Degree for his
work at the University of Pennsyl-
vania. He is now on the technical
staff of the Whiting Research Labora-
tories of the Standard Oil Company
of Indiana.
July '49 C. Gene McGlone, Ch.E.,
is now with the E.I.
DuPont de Nemours Company in
Wilmington, Delaware. In 1951 he
received a Master of Science Degree
in Chemical Engineering from Rose.
Nov. '49 Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Patterson, M. E., an-
nounce the birth of a son, Timothy
Kent, at the Marion General Hos-
pital. Their family also includes a
daughter, Peggy, who is three and
one-half years old.
Aug. '50 William C. Weaks,
M.E., recently com-
pleted the Air Force's School of
Aviation and Engine Mechanics at
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas. He
is now at the Reese Air Force Base,
training in the multi-engine aircraft.
He was married to Miss Phyllis
Fergeson of Vernon, Texas, Septem-
ber 8, 1951.




Meeting this country's civilian and military
production needs is providing an endless vari-
ety of problems to challenge the best of engi-
neering brains.
Here at Western Electric, as in all big manu-
facturing concerns, the job calls for the pooling
of special skills by mechanical, electrical, indus-
trial, chemical, metallurgical and other engi-
neers—to come up with the right answers.
The primary job at Western Electric—the
manufacturing unit of the Bell System—is to
make the thousands of kinds of telephone equip-
ment needed to keep this country's telephone
service going and growing. Many of these prod-
ucts are so tiny or so unbelievably complex—
calling for such precision—that you'd think
they could be made only by skilled technicians
working under closely controlled laboratory con-
ditions. Yet Western Electric engineers devise
machines and techniques which enable workers,
A UNIT OF THE BELL
after a short training period, to turn these
things out under factory conditions. There's a
real kick in doing work like that!
And, because of the specialized experience
gained in our regular telephone job, Western
Electric is also working on many important
communications and electronic equipment proj-
ects for the Armed Forces. Such things as radar
fire control systems for the Navy's biggest guns
and for anti-aircraft guns—radar bombing sys-
tems for America's largest planes—multi-chan-
nel radio sets for all types of military aircraft—
electronic marvcls to launch, guide, and explode
the latest guided missiles—provide opportuni-
ties galore for creative production planning.
Both of Western Electric's jobs—telephone
and military—are vital to this country's present
and future strength. Both are filled with chal-
lenges for the best engineers of today and
tomorrow.
SYSTEM SINCE 1882
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MISSION OF MERCY. Here, a Naval medical officer
is being hoisted aboard a helicopter to bring
quick medical aid to an injured sailor on another
ship. All-out defense requires vast quantities of
steel. And U.S. Steel's capacity, far larger now
than ever before, is being still further expanded
to help meet both defense and everyday needs.
WHEN TIN ISN'T TIN. This young man's baby food
comes to him perfectly protected against con-
tamination by airtight "tin" cans. But those tin
cans are really steel cans . . . about 97% steel,
with a very thin coating of tin. And U.S. Steel
makes thousands of tons of tin plate every year
to be used in forming billions of cans to safeguard
food, oil, paint, and other items.
Only STEEL can do
SIPHON WITH A STEEL THROAT. Extending around the north end of Soap Lake
in the Grand Coulee area, this huge siphon, more than 22 feet in diameter,
will carry irrigation water from an elevation of 1320 feet down into a
215-foot dip in the land's profile, and up again to an elevation of 1301
feet. The siphon is steel-lined concrete pipe. The 3400 tons of steel plate
used to fabricate the liner sections were supplied by U.S. Steel, while the
outside traveler and form (inset) and the inside traveler and collapsible ribs,
were especially fabricated by U.S. Steel for the casting of this large conduit.
Lists. I. ...Ms Dutra Uhl es dm Air, presented every Sunday evening by United States Steel, National Broadcasting Company, coast-to-coast network. Consult your newspaper for time and eta
AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY • AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY and CYCLONE FENCE DIVISION • COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY • CONSOLIDATED WESTERN
TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY • UNION SUPPLY COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY
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so many jobs so well...
EASY ON THE BACK. When it comes to shoveling snow, you'll agree that this machine is a great improvement over the old hand
shovel. Just as US S COR-TEN Steel, of which it is made, is a great improvement, for many purposes, over ordinary steel. For
COR-TEN permits equipment like this to be built lighter, and yet to possess the great strength and rugged resistance to abrasion
and corrosion essential for satisfactory performance. Only steel can do so many jobs so well.
MODERN MAILING ROOM. Ever wonder how all those millions of magazines that
are printed every month in America are packaged for shipment? Many of them
are tied into wrapped bundles with Gerrard Round Steel Strapping, made by
U.S. Steel—on Gerrard Model Q semi-automatic tying machines like these.
UNITED STATES STEEL
c4-4117, toWadd aWeizeitca
FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT STEEL
Steel costs less thon every other metal in the world. It is
cheaper per pound than the cheapest material from
which clothing is made. It is cheaper than the lumber that
goes into your home. It is even cheaper than the pulp
upon which your daily newspaper is printed.
This trade-mark is your guide
to quality steel
STEEL CORPORATION • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY • GUNNISON HOMES, INC. • NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY • OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY
UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY
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Lambda Chi Alpha
The curtain is up — Duane Pyle
finally admitted that he has pinned
Miss Norma Jo Albert of Bethel
Women's College. After a month's
wait, Carl Bals came across with
cigars commemorating his passing
into the ranks of the ball-and-chain
lads. We hope to see cigars from
Bob Failing and "Ewald" Pyle in
the very near future.
The fraternity members are
anxiously awaiting a series of "pin
talks" which, it is hoped, will be led
by Messrs. Bennett, Norman and
Bals. Norman seems reluctant to
speak; he must have quite a tale to
unravel.
A few weeks ago Lambda Chi had
a jam session which proved to be a
howling success. The atmosphere
was created by Glen Rout and his
crew of musicians. The session last-
ed through the smoke and late hours
and the "jammers" turned in a
"bang up" job. The stag line was
bolstered by the presence of H.
Clark and H. Hosek who gazed on
with envious eyes and bated breath
from the safe confines of a shadowed
corner.
In a few days, December 22, to
be exact, Al Stiles will be led to
the slaughter by Miss Betty Gilson
of Indiana State. Seriously, we hope
for them a long, joyous life of good
fortune.
Sigma Nu
The brothers of Beta Upsilon ob-
served Sigma Nu Memorial Sunday
by attending Central Christian
Church on Sunday, Nov. 18. This
day is observed by all Sigma Nu
chapters in the country.
Beta Upsilon's semi-formal Christ-
mas Dance was held in the auditori-
um on December 8. Chaperons for
the evening were Prof. and Mrs. E.
A. MacLean and Mr. and Mrs. Car-
son Bennett. Attending the dance
were all the brothers and their dates,
friends, and the prexy's and social
chairmen of the other fraternities
and their dates. Open House was
held after the dance for all those
who wished to continue the party
into the "wee hours.' Music was by
Lee Knowles' band.
Bob Dedert, Dick Green, and Don
Fyfe recently gave their "pint" to
the Red Cross. It is hoped to have
1001, contribution by Christmas
vacation.
Theta Xi
During the football season Kappa
chapter of Theta Xi was held down
in its social activities because of the
large number of members who were
on the football team, but the end of
the football season has brought social
events galore to the Kappa men. A
stag party was held on the twentieth
of November in honor of the seven-
teen members who were on the
team. Movies were shown by our
neighbor, Marine Sgt. Christiansen,
and a swell time was had by all.
The social committee has signed
up Jimmy Holler and his orchestra
to play at the annual Theta Xi
Christmas Dance to be held on the
fifteenth of December at the Rose
auditorium. After the dance an open
house will provide a climax to this
top social event of the season.
This year Kappa is planning to
give a Christmas party for a group
of orphans from the orphanage near
Terre Haute. This is something new
and it is hoped that it can be made
an annual project.
Kappa wishes to extend its con-
gratulations to Gene Hailstone who
has recently been elected most
valuable player by the rest of the
members of the footall team.
Alpha Tau Omega
01' St. Nicholas paid an early visit
to Alpha Tau again this year in
the form of the traditional Christ-
mas Dance. This, THE formal oc-
casion of the year, was held Friday,
December 14. The school "Blue
Room" was well decorated to carry
out the yuletide theme, with an
overabundance of mistletoe being
placed in choice spots. Each of the
ladies present received a clever gift
consisting of an overnight bag (or
something) in the form of a blue
flannel doll. A few of the actives
were still bitter that "Lucifer," a
perfumed velvet cat, was not the
favor. Right, Chris? Jimmy Holler
and his orchestra were at their best
in presenting a program of dance-
able music and entertainment.
Monday night, December 10,
marked the beginning of something
new in the way of get-togethers at
the house, with dinner being pre-
pared by the Mothers' Club and de-
voured in a rare style by the fra-
ternity actives and alums. Plans
have been made to have such dinner
meetings regularly in order to ac-
quaint the alumni and active mem-
bers and to promote a closer work-
ing relationship between them. The
first was a bang-up affair and the
dinner was something to make all
look forward to the next one.
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Dragonfly eye for a war plane
blown of optical glass
As any naturalist can tell you, the dragon-
fly has one of the best eyes there is for seeing.
His eye is a button, set well out from his
head. It lets the dragonfly see in all directions
without craning his neck.
Now war-plane pilots aloft have just such
a convenient eye to see with—the glass bub-
ble shown above. Set in the skin of a plane—
and fitted with an optical system—it gives a
clear, horizon-sweeping view.
This new kind of eye for war planes marks
the first time in the history of glass-making
that perfect optical glass has been mass-pro-
duced by blowing. And because the blowing
is so accurate, the bubble needs a minimum
of grinding and polishing to meet exact opti-
cal specifications.
Before such a bubble could be blown,
Corning had first to develop ways of forming
optical glass shapes directly from the molten
glass. This was accomplished during World
War II, when Corning devised a method of
manufacturing lens blanks of perfect optical
glass by machinery.
Today, shaping optical glass by blowing
greatly extends the usefulness of optical glass
for industry as well as the Armed forces.
Making optical glass more useful is just
one way that Corning, in a full century of
glass-making, has helped glass become one
of today's most versatile engineering materi-
als. Corning has developed more than 50,000
formulas for making glass, and they are be-
ing added to, day by day.
Throughout industry, Corning means re-
search in glass—research that is constantly
turning up new ways to make glass do count-
less jobs better than they've ever been dono
before.
So after you're out of college and are
planning new products or improved
processes, it will pay you to call on Corning
before you reach the blueprint stage Corning
Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
CORNING
means research in glass
1851-100 YEARS OF MAKING GLASS BETTER AND MORE USEFUL-1951
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TIPS ON REPORT WRITING
—when possible, to summarize the
findings in condensed form. This
summary must be concise. One
sentence is ideal; one paragraph is
desirable and more than a half page
ruinous. Leave out all unnecessary
phrases like "It was found that" and
"The evidence shows that." If you
have gained no knowledge or reach-
ed no conclusion, do not write a
report; if you have, state the facts.
The statement of the problem
should emphasize its importance.
Say that the information was re-
quested by someone or say that cer-
tain difficulties were reported. Rare-
ly, in more fundamental work, say
that the information was needed to
understand a certain process.
The discussion of the state of the
art should be brief. When the Re-
search Bulletins come in intercon-
nected series, refer to the earlier
pertinent ones and abstract very
briefly the relevant contents.
The experimental procedure is
usually interesting and always im-
portant. Do not, however, expand it
by descriptions of well known in-
struments or even their enumera-
tion. Special devices should be de-
scribed completely. Always identify
and describe your material so that
the reader will know within what
limits you worked.
Observational data if at all
voluminous should be put into an
appendix. When your reader comes
to two pages of data he quits read-
ing. This is also true when he comes
to any mathematical symbols, so
put any necessary mathematical
discussion of the data in the appendix
and summarize it in the body of
the report in a few sentences or a
few equations. It may be necessary
Concluded from page 7
to do this in order to describe your
conclusions at all. Graphs are better
than equations when they can be
used. Short tables are also good.
Logarithms, trigonometric functions
and signs of integration scare off
nearly all your readers.
When writing the conclusions it
is more important to state how the
results can be utilized than to mere-
ly record what has been learned.
Adherence to these principles may
produce a better appreciation of the
value of what you have done. If
you know your readers you can
often slant your approach to their
known mental attitudes. In such
cases emphasize points of agreement
before presenting more controversial
viewpoints. Molasses catches more
flies than vinegar.
Above all else be correct, then be
clear and concise and lastly be no




No bearing can be accurate and smooth-
running unless it has a fine finish, partic-
ularly in the races. It is this plus-quality
in the finish of M- E&TF Bearings that means
smooth-running bearings —smooth-running
machines. aosr Industries, Inc., Phila.
32, Pa. 7180
5 IC
Ball and Roller Bearings
410
For complete information write
today for booklet, "Engineering
at Arma." Engineering Division,
Arma Corporation, 254 36th





"Stake out your life work
on a frontier," a wise man
once advised. "Ally yourself
with a promising field, and
grow with rt."
Arma Corporation offers
such opportunity. With an
unusually high ratio of en-
gineers and physicists, in
war and peace Arma spe-
cializes in solving complex
electronic design and de-
velopment problems for our
Armed Forces and industry
—problems in the new and.
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They have a right to be proud!
These men have realized ambitions
that they've carried with them since
they began to build engineering careers.
They're Boeing men. And that sets
them a little apart. For Boeing is a re-
nowned name in aviation. It stands for
bold pioneering in aeronautical research
and design . . . for leadership in the
building of advanced commercial and
military airplanes . . . and for trail blaz-
ing in the development of guided mis-
siles, jet propulsion and other fields.
If you measure up, there are grand
career opportunities at Boeing. You'll
find exceptional research facilities here,
and you'll work with the outstanding
men who have built Boeing to world
eminence. It's important, long-range
work, on such projects as the world's
hottest jet bombers, the B-47 and B-52;
on secret guided missile programs, on
the new Boeing gas turbine engine and
other revolutionary developments.
In Seattle, you'll find more housing
available than in most other major
industrial centers. Or if you prefer to
settle in the Midwest, Boeing's Wichita,
Kansas, Division offers the same kind
of opportunities. Your inquiries will
be referred to the plant of your choice.
Plan now to build your career at
Boeing after graduation. Salaries are
good, and they grow as you grow.
Boeing has present and future open-
ings for experienced and junior aero-
nautical, mechanical, electrical, civil,
electronics, acoustical, weights and
tooling engineers for design and re-
search; for servo-mechanism designers
and analysts; for physicists and mathe-
maticians with advanced degrees.
For further information,
consult your Placement Office, or write:
JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer — Personnel
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14; Washington
Air417E2FArAff




• LEROY* Lettering equipment is standard in drafting rooms
everywhere. No special skill is needed for perfect, regular
lettering and symbol drawing. There are LEROY templates in
a variety of alphabets and sizes, as well as for electrical,
welding, map, geological, mathematical and other symbols
that the draftsman needs. *Trade Mark®
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
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16 So. 7th St. Terre Haute
CAMPUS SURVEY
Continued from page 10
marketing analysis by county, prin-
ciple business centers, complete
(with emphasis on complete) popu-
lation figures, and railroads serving
each town or city. The foregoing
summary will give one an idea of
the wealth of information contained
in this outstanding reference work.
The following new books are well
worth reading:
Trueblood, Elton. Signs of hope,
New York, Harpe, 1950. Mr. True-
blood is professor of Philosophy at
Earlham College. He is to speak to
a Rose assembly this winter, so why
not get acquainted with him by
reading this very readable and in-
spiring little volume before he comes
to speak to us?
Labatut, Jean, ed. Highways in
our national life, Princeton, Prince-
ton University Press, 1950.
Engineers, architects, regional and
city planners, economists, sociolo-
gists, safety and traffic specialists,
even landscapists and lighting ex-
perts all make valuable contribu-
tions to this comprehensive work on
highways.
Wolf, A. A history of science,
technology, and philosophy in the
16th and 17th centuries. London,
George Allen and Unwin, Ltd. 1950.
This is a book of encyclopaedic
comprehensiveness — a vivid and re-
markable book. The thing that this
volume reveals is the steady growth
of the scientific temper and of be-
lief in observation and experiment.
The librarian's invitation to the
student body for suggestion of books
to be purchased has not met with
the hoped for response. Please do
not hesitate to suggest books or
magazines which you think would
Concluded on page 24
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Perhaps you've noticed that lamp bases, tradi-
tionally made of brass, now are being made of
aluminum. There's a story behind this change and
it tells a lot about the kind of jobs going on at
Alcoa.
It started several years ago when engineers of
two leading lamp manufacturers agreed with our
suggestion that bases of aluminum would cost less.
"But will they be as good . . . will we have to
revise our methods?" they asked.
The potential savings, a few mills per lamp times
the 830 million sold each year, made finding the
answers worth-while. Together we started two
long-range research projects. One, to test aluminum
alloys in the weather, fumes and years of standing
idle that lamps must endure. The other, to find the
alloy that would take five progressive draws, then
thread rolling and finally, the high temperature of
the red-hot glass that is poured in the base.
A 6uoittego
t vo co-oyeago*
adds up to Millions
We tested samples, changed alloys, varied
tempers, rolled different thicknesses. Lamp manu-
facturers tried each, until one met all requirements.
Our development men worked long hours to get
the right solder and flux to join the side wire to the
base. Adapted them to the high-speed, lamp-
making machines.
All this time, the manufacturers had aluminum
bases installed in seacoast and industrial atmos-
pheres. Our laboratories ran other tests on lit and
unlit lamps under corrosive conditions. After 13/i
years the reports came in: Aluminum bases
measured up in every respect: conductivity, cor-
rosion resistance, ease of installation and removal.
This is typical of the research and development
jobs now underway at Alcoa. And others are wait-
ing for the men with the skill and imagination to
tackle them. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA,
1825 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.
LC OA
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
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CHICKEN & STEAK DINNERS
For Reservations Phone C-8203
M. Randolph, Owner J. A. Sitarski, Manager
Corsages Orchids our Specialty
POPLAR FLOWER SHOP
1361 Poplar Street
"Flowers for all occasions"
Phone C-6122 Terre Haute, Indiana
PRINTING
PHOTOSTAT COPIES
TERRE HAUTE ENGRAVING CO.
920 POPLAR STPHONE C-2151
CAMPUS SURVEY
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be valuable additions to our library
collection.
Do not forget to come in and pick
out a book for your holiday reading.
"Hank Lauricella, All American"
For the first time since the era
of Eddie McGovern, Rose has be-
come associated with a football
player of national fame. Unfortu-
nately, the player is on the football
team of the University of Tennessee,
but that is of small import. During
the past summer, the members of
the Senior Corps, ROTC, were the
guests of the United States Govern-
ment at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. While
there they became quite well ac-
quainted with five members of Ten-
nessee's first team, one of whom was
Mr. Lauricella.
The company to which the Rose
cadets were assigned was made up
of students from Rose, the Universi-
ty of Tennessee and the University
of Arkansas. The Rose Men, in
typical style, scoffed at the claims
made by the boys from Tennessee.
So what happens? They weren't
kidding when they said they had a
great football team. The other Ten-
nessee football players who were in
the company with the Rose cadets
are Pearman, Haslam and Myer.
Sports Writers Strike
Campus Survey sports writers
have struck. Al Forsaith, who makes
up the sports department, wants his
articles kept apart from the other
Survey articles. He contends that
the editors always put his articles
last and that people who start to
read Campus Survey get so bored
with what they are reading before
they get to his stuff that they never
even see it. To illustrate his point,
Al states that in a recent issue he
wrote "Rose tops St. Mary's in final
minutes of hand-ball game" and no
one has, as yet, corrected his state-
ment. It should have read "three
cushion billiards" instead of "hand
ball."
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Behind Every Success There's
PLANNING
by H. V. FULLER, Supt. Time Study and Manning Dept.
General Machinery Division, ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY (Graduate Training Course 1939)
PLANNrric is an important part of man-ufacturing machinery—and of build-
ing a career, too. This planning, however,
must be based on information and ex-
perience. You don't always have all the
facts about industry that you need at the
time you leave engineering school and
start planning your own future. At least,
that's the way it was with me when I got
my degree in Mechanical Engineering at
University of Wisconsin in 1936.
engineering drawings and material specifi-
cations. And from this data we plan the
sequence of manufacturing operations—
determine the equipment and tooling
required, and set up time standards for
each operation.
You can get some idea of the volume
of work from the fact that our West Allis
Machinery Division shops ship an aver-
age of eight million pounds of finished
machinery per month—representing a
New 30-ft. boring mill now operating in Allis-Chalmers' West Allis shops. It supplements
older, slower 40 ft. mill, and greatly increases capacity on big, heavy work. Both mills are
scheduled practically around the clock, seven days a week.
I took a job with a big manufacturer,
but within a year the work I was doing
ended, and my employers referred me to
the Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training
Course. I enrolled in 1937—and then my
knowledge of industry really began to
grow. There was the usual round of the
plant—shops, offices, various departments
—where I saw a wide range of work at
first hand. I worked with steam turbines,
pump testing, and on the electrical test
floor. About half way through the two-
year course I got really interested in the
manufacturing side of the business. After
four months of plant layout work I went
to the Time Study and Planning Depart-
ment, and finished out my course there in
1939. In 1945 I became Superintendent.
This Is the Starting Point
In this department we really start the
manufacturing operation. We're given the
ALLIS-CHALMERS
H.V. FULLER
range of products from small V-belt
sheaves to massive crushers, steam and
hydraulic turbo-generating units, cement
kilns, sewage pumps, motors, flour mills,
and power transformers.
Look Before You Decide
As a Graduate Training Course engineer
here you may become interested in manu-
facturing. There's a great need for trained
engineers in this work. Or, you may find
your interest lies in some other field—
designing, research, sales, personnel, ser-
vice and erection. In any case, the G raduate
Training Course gives you a chance to
look them all over, gain practical first-
hand experience, plan your career on a
sound basis of knowledge.
Do Your Own Planning
The course is flexible—you help plan it
yourself and can change it as new interests
or opportunities develop. There's no other
spot in industry that offers such a wide
range of experience—so many choices for
a career.
If you want to get further details as to
qualifications, salary and operation of
the course, get in touch with any Allis-
Chalmers district office. Probably the
manager was a GTC himself. Or, write
for literature.
One of the three 6000
kw 3-machine Allis-
Chalmers motor-gen-





inch hot strip mill.
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company,
Milwaukee I, Wisconsin
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length of the air gap and the decrease
in rotor surface area.
Under present conditions, the re-
duction in physical size of generating
units for a given rating is of para-
mount importance since it results
in the conservation of our nation's
two most necessary critical materi-
als—copper and steel. Higher costs
per unit weight offset any possible
cost savings resulting from the use
of smaller amounts of copper and
steel. Large capacity turbine gener-
ator units of this type, even at
present costs, however, should re-
sult in lower overall station capital
and operating costs without any




transformer that is expected to be
1/4 to Vi lighter than liquid-immersed
units of equivalent rating and per-
formance is being developed. The
new cooling technique utilizes the
heat of vaporization of liquid fluoro-
carbons for cooling, and the dielectric
strength of fluorocarbon vapor for
insulating.
High - molecular - weight fluoro-
carbons are a new family of syn-
thetic compounds used to cool a
transformer by spraying the liquid
on the coke and coils. Fluorocarbons
showed great promise for vaporiza-
tion cooling for two reasons; they
have a suitable boiling point and
heat of vaporization, and they have
a high dielectric strength and im-
pulse strength at low pressures. In
fact, the 60-cycle dielectric streng'h
of fluorocarbons in a reasonably
uniform field at atmospheric press-
ure is greater than that of transform-
Continued from page 13
er oil.
Two vaporization-cooled trans-
formers have been constructed and
operated. The first experimental unit
was a modified standard dry-type
transformer. Equipped with ade-
quate cooler capacity, the unit de-
livered in excess of 350 per cent of
its rated capacity, dissipating ten
times more heat than a dry-type
transformer could have. Although
at this loading the losses and im-
pedance are much too high for prac-
tical operation, the test results do
illustrate the possibilities of vapori-
zation cooling.
The second experimental unit, a
specially-constructed 5G0-kva, 2400
240-volt transformer, has been oper-
ating at rated load since the first
of the year. A vaporization-cooled
network transformer is being de-
Continued on page 28
FOR ACCURATE, LONG MEASUREMENTS




Popular for heavy duty
work on oil field, steel
mill, or heavy construc-
tion jobs. Built with
greater durability and un-
usually large easy-to-read







rode; finest genuine leather hand-stitched case; "instan-
taneous" readings. Engineers who know specify Luf kin.
BUY TAPES • RULES • PRECISION TOOLS
ihrK/Al FROM YOUR HARDWARE DEALER
THE LUFKIN RULE CO.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN • New York City • Barrie, Ontario
NEW BROWN & SHARPE
HAND SCREW MACHINES
Handle Short-Run Jobs More Profitably
Nos. 00, 0 and 2 Brown & Sharpe Hand Screw
Machines produce small-quantity bar-stock and sec-
ond-operation jobs with high economy and efficiency.
Write for detailed literature on these modern cost-
cutting machines which take stock from 3/s" to 1"
diameter. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence 1,
Rhode Island, U.S.A.
BROWN & SHARPE
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tt...provide for the common defense,
promote
OIL helps in the practical realization of
these words from our nation's Constitution.
America's machine power, once again strain-
ing to meet both civilian and military
demand, depends on the skill of trained
technical men to avoid costly shutdowns, to
keep continuously on the job.
Throughout the history of machines, cor-
rosion has been one of their deadliest ene-
mies. Standard Oil has always endeavored
to improve its industrial oils, to make them
not just better lubricants but more effective
rust inhibitors as well.
Our industrial oils contain newly devel-
the general welfare..."
oped additives that prevent much of the
trouble caused by corrosion in bearings and
moving parts. These oils have the ability to
form protective surfaces on areas subject to
corrosive forces. They cut down lost time
that robs machinery of its ability to produce.
Yes, there's more to "oil" than just oil.
Standard Oil research, which looks to
America's engineering colleges for new
blood, is constantly facing and solving prob-
lems so as to increase efficiency and pack
more hours and days into each year of
machine operation—at a time when even
minutes count.
Standard Oil Company
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois
ft
STANDARD
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signed for installation. From the
operation of this unit will come
valuable service experience and the
answers to many of the problems
that are still not solved.
Heat transfer by vaporization is
far superior to that obtained with
circulating oil. Therefore, it is possi-
ble to design a more compact coil
assembly and to reduce the external
cooling surface. As a result, there is
no inherent limitation to the size of
vaporization-cooled transformers.
Even though only a small amount
of fluid is used in the transformer
(a fractional amount compared to
a liquid-immersed unit) its present
high cost may result in a unit that
actually costs more than a liquid-
immersed type. Aside from this, the
particular advantages of vaporiza-
tion-cooled transformers will de-
termine their application. Where a
Refreshment
headquarters
110V11111 WINE 0.1/11101T 01 1111 C041•COIA COMMIT 111/
"The Terre Haute
Continued from page 26
degree of safety is required that is
not obtainable from liquid-immersed
transformers, where space and volt-
age requirements rule out dry-type
transformers, and where extremely




external cooling or a remote cooler
are required, a vaporization-cooled
transformer may be expected to pro-
vide the most suitable and economi-
cal answer.
How Vaporization Cooling Works
A small pump (A) forces liquid
fluorocarbon from sump to nozzle
(B) where the liquid is sprayed
uniformly over the core and coils.
The liquid evaporates (C), taking
its latent heat of vaporization from
the coils. The fluorocarbon vapor
fills the space in the tank (D), in-
sulating the transformer parts. The
vapor is forced upward through the
cooling tubes, and as it condenses
the condensate flows by gravity
back to the sump. Condensation is
accompanied by only a small change
in the temperature of the fluoro-
carbon, which remains near the boil-
ing point throughout the system.
The temperature of the cooling sur-
faces is only a few degrees Centi-
grade lower than that of the coils,




Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc." The use of vinylite resins for pro-
ducing surface coatings, both pro-
  tective and decorative, has expanded
within recent years to the pint
where no manufacturer of coatings
or user of surface coating can over-
look their possibilities. This growth
can be attributed directly to the
outstanding properties that these
synthetic resins contribute when
used either as a sole film-forming
medium or in conjunction with other
materials.
Coatings based on vinylite resins
have been applied to metals, cloth,
paper, masonry and wood as air-dry
or baked-on finishes. These include
both clear and pigmented formula-
tions. They are applied by all con-
ventional methods such as dipping,
brushing, spraying, roller and knife
coatings. For the men who specify
protective and decorative coatings in
conjunction with coating formulators,
there are three important types of
vinylite resins from which to choose.
These are as follows:
(1) Vinylite vinyl chloride—ace-
tate resins, which are characterized
by extreme chemical inertness to
such reagents as acids, alkalies, alco-
hol, greases, oil and petroleum thin-
ners. Their water-white color makes
possible clean white finishes, tints
and bright films. Their resistance to
weathering and aging is good and
metal parts coated with these resins
can be formed after finishing — an
important production saving. These
various vinylite resins can be ap-
plied successfully by means of solu-
tion techniques or as dispersions in
organic medium or in water.
(2) Vinylite vinyl butyral resins
are a result of years of intensive
effort to develop a firmly adhering,
highly corrosion-resistant undercoat
for metal, particularly for protection
of naval vessels in salt water. Basic-
ally, the composition consists of
vinylite vinyl butyral resins, soluble
zinc chromate and phosphoric acid
in an alcohol media. This wash
primer adheres to a wide variety of
metals such as steel, cadmium, stain-
Concluded an page 30
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German crowd, part of the 1,250,000 from East and West Berlin, sees a typical RCA television program
Ilf
reedoth window in the iron Curtain"
You've read the story of last summer's
TV demonstrations in Berlin. It at-
tracted a million and a quarter
Germans — including thousands who
slipped through the Iron Curtain to
see Western progress at work.
Behind this is another story: How RCA
engineers and technicians broke all rec-
ords in setting up these Berlin facilities.
The project called for a TV station and
studio, a lofty batwing antenna, and the
installation of 110 television receivers at
strategic points. Such a program would
normally take several months to corn-
plete. It was installed and put to work
by RCA in a record-breaking 85 hours!
Programs witnessed by Berliners included
live talent shows, sports events, news com-
mentaries, and dramatizations of the Mar-
shall Plan. Observers pronounced reception
fully up to American standards— another im-
pressive demonstration of democracy's tech-
nical ingenuity and leadership.
See the latest wonders of radio, television,
and electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36
West 49th St., New York. Admission is free.
Radio Corporation of America, RCA Build-
ing, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
Continue your education
with pay—at RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor—one of the world's foremost manu-
facturers of radio and electronic products
—offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for ad-
vancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio re-
ceivers ( including broadcast, short-wave
and FM circuits, television, and phono-
graph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of new re-
cording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to College Relationl Divi-
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.
MAIM" CORPORA WON of 4llfrnif4C4
World Leader /./7 Radio— Prst th 7e lev/s/on





















less steel, brass, aluminum and even
the zinc surface on galvanized steel.
It effects a marked improvement in
general corrosion resistance when
used under a number of coatings,
including those based on vinyl-
chloride-acetate resins, alkyds, phe-
nolic, and even oil-base coatings.
(3) Vinylite vinyl acetate resins
which are characterized by extreme-
ly high gloss, easy heat-sealing and
extremely good light resistance. They
are odorless, tasteless and non-toxic,
and are resistant to weak acids and
alkalies but do not possess the ex-
tra chemical resistance or water re-
sistance of vinyl chloride-acetate
resins. The relatively low tempera-
tures at which they soften and their
excellent adhesive properties have
promoted their wide use. These
resins are used in the preparation
of metallic and aniline inks for
printing on cellophane and glassine
paper where they exhibit excellent
adhesion. They also provide extreme-
ly durable leather finishes.
Thus, finishes based on these three
types of resins are finding wide usage
in applications ranging from vessels
of the maritime industry to floor
coverings in the home. Some of these
uses are illustrated in coatings for
metal, cloth, masonry and concrete
blocks, wood, and floor coverings.
Coatings for metal based on viny-
lite resins range from use on oil
storage tanks to collapsible tubes.
In the oil industry, tanks, inside and
out, pipe lines, sucker rods, well
heads, structural mechanical equip-
ment, trucks and tank cars which are
exposed to highly corrosive atmos-
pheres have been given adequate
protection month after month with
coatings that do not flake, peel, or
chin. Offshore drilling rigs as well
as the barges and ships that service
them are also afforded that protec-
tion against the corrosive action of
sea water.
Concluded from page 24
Easy flowing and fast drying
characteristics are advantages of the
new ready-to-use vinylite resin-base
floor enamel which air-dry in four
hours. Vinylite resins have con-
tributed materially to the wider use
of economy lumber, characterized by
the large number of live knots. A
formulation containing vinylite and
bakelite resins is used as a sealer
for these knots to prevent pitch and
volatile substances from destroying
the paint film that is applied over
them.
Among other outstanding uses of
vinyl resin-coated cloth are up-
holstery materials for homes, offices,
buses, railroads and automobiles,
truck covers, aircraft paulins, rain-
coats, hospital sheeting, automobile
convertible tops and baby carriage
covers.
In addition to providing an answer
to coating problems involving storage
and shipping by strippable coatings,
vinylite resin-base coatings are also
finding an unusual use in the re-
pair of dented and broken automobile
fenders. In this use they are em-
ployed in the manufacture of cold
solder. A formula consisting of
aluminum powder, vinylite resins and
solvent forms a material of paste-
like consistency that can be applied
with a putty knife or spatula. The
mixture dries to a hard dense ma-
terial that can easily be finished with
a hard file or sandpaper. The
hardened filler has excellent adhe-
sion to metal, has good heat re-
sistance, low brittleness, excellent re-
sistance to moisture and water and
can take the application of subse-
quent paint films without further
surface treatment. This same ma-
terial is being suggested for such
varied uses as sheet metal repairs,
pipe and tank repairs, resurfacing
of metal castings and other applica-
tions.
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THE DU PONT
DIGEST
M.E.'s AT DU PONT [3]
Plant engineering and production supervision
offer interesting careers for science graduates
In the past two issues of the Digest
you've read of the broad opportuni-
ties that are offered mechanical en-
gineers in research and development
work at Du Pont.
This month let's look at oppor-
tunities for men interested in any
of the branches of plant engineering
—such as maintenance, power, design
and construction—or in production
supervision.
Efficient maintenance is an impor-
tant cost factor in the continuous
processes of a modern chemical in-
dustry. The M.E. is called upon to
diagnose troubles, work out correc-
tive measures, and supervise repairs.
Frequently he increases produc-
tion by developing preventive main-
tenance measures. So vital is this
work that in one division of the Com-
pany, 500 men of all crafts, along
with a routine maintenance group,
spend almost all their time on it.
One example of the problems fac-
ing Du Pont engineers is the main-
A FIREMAN adjusts louvers for the proper com-
bustion of pulverized coal. Blown into furnace
through pipes, it burns at 2500°F.
tenance of pumps made to tolerances
of 0.0001" and operating at pressures
up to 6000 p.s.i.
In power work, also, problems re-
quiring application of mechanical en-
gineering principles arise. For in-
stance, a metal required in one chem-
ical process is melted at 800°F. by
immersion heaters fired by butane,
which is expensive. Conversion to
fuel oil presented the problem of
complete combustion in the immer-
sion chamber. Du Pont M.E.'s re-
designed the heaters so combustion
OVERHAUL on polythene area injection pump is
six-hour job for three men. Work must be
scheduled for minimum disruption of output.
could be complete and the hot ga„cs
recycled in water to use all the avail-
able heat.
In design and construction of
chemical plants, mechanical engi-
neering again is of major importance
because of the wide variety of plants
built and intricacy of their equip-
ment. Engineers collect basic data,
design and select equipment. They
also supervise many steps of con-
struction until the plant is operating.
F. E. SPELLMAN, JR., B.S.M.E., M.M.E., Ohio
State '51, and D. A. Smith, B.S.M.E., Pur-
due '40, discuss a change in feed wheel design
of nylon spinning machine.
Production supervision attracts many
mechanical engineers. Men who have
the ability and interest usually move
into it by one or two routes: they ac-
quire background on all stages of a
plant's operations by helping design
the plant, or by operating on the job.
MAINTENANCE TEAM making a speedy change of
a methanol valve to minimize production loss.
Sometimes students of mechanical en-
gineering feel that in a chemical com-
pany they will be overshadowed by
chemical personnel. This is not the case
at Du Pont. Here, hundreds of adminis-
trators and supervisors, up to the rank
of vice-president, started as M.E.'s.
Opportunities for men and women with many
types of training are described in the 40-page
brochure "The Du Pont Company and the College
Graduate." For your free copy, address 2521 Ne-
mours Bldg., Wilmington, Del.
aU PONT
R E G. FAT. Orr
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Entertaining, Informative — Listen to "Cavalcade of
America," Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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By John Voelker, jr. m.e.
John Simpson, jr. c.e., and Dick Bosshardt. fresh.
An American engineer was being
shown thru the Moscow'subway by
his official Red Army Guide.
"This is a remarkably well-
designed subway," he said, "but
how come there are no trains run-
ning?"
Replied the Russian: "And what
about the lynchings in the South?"
"My husband travels so much
that each time he comes home, he
seems like a perfect stranger."
"How perfectly thrilling."
* *
Musician: "Do you know any-
thing about Beethoven's Fifth?"
Rose Man: "Anything that
comes in fifths or pints I know
about."
People are certain to stew about
something or other. Those who
aren't fussing about the country
being in the red are worrying about
the reds being in the country.
Home on a pasts, a soldier paid
the minister a visit requesting he
pray for Annabelle in church next
Sunday. The good man did and
upon meeting the GI on the street
on Tuesday asked if Annabelle was
improved or if he should repeat the
prayers.
"Naw," said the GI, "every-
thing's okay. She won Wednesday
and paid 7 to 1."
Teacher: "Johnny, give me a
sentence using the word "diadem'."
Johnny: "People who drive reck-
lessly diadem sight quicker than
those who stop, look and listen."
Then there's the one about the
manager of a theatre who got an
alarming call from one of his
ushers. The usher gasped that he
had just seen a man with a bear
in tow, and that they were now
occupying two seats in the loges.
The manager rushed out of his
swank office and found the man
and the bear just as the usher
described them.
"Sir," said the manager, "what
is the idea of this? Why did you
bring a bear into this theatre ?"
"Why not?" the man shrugged.
"He enjoyed the book so much I
thought he'd like the picture."
The man had just bought a cigar
in a department store and started
to light it.
"Didn't you notice the sign?"
asked the sales girl.
"What!" exploded the customer.
"You sell cigars in here, but you
prohibit smoking?"
The sales girl smiled sweetly:
"We also sell bath towels."
The church service was proceed-
ing successfully when an attractive
young widow who was seated in the
balcony, became so excited that she
leaned out too far and fell over
the railing. Hee dress caught in
the chandelier and she was sus-
pended in mid-air.
The minister noticed her un-
dignified position and thundered to
his congregation, "Any person who
turns to look will be stricken stone
blind."
The man at the end of the first
row turned to his companion, "I'm
going to risk one eye, Ed."
Daffynitions
Shotgun wedding: A case of
wife or death.
Professor: A textbook wired for
sound.
Confession magazine: A place
where people write their
wrongs.
Hypocondriac: A man who can't
leave being well enough alone.
Better: What every girl should
know.
Camel: A warped horse.
Food For Thought
No matter how low the dollar
may fall, it will never fall as low
as some people stoop to get it.
St. Peter was interviewing the
fair damsel at the pearly gate.
"Did you, while on earth, indulge
in necking, petting, smoking or
dancing?"
"Never!" she retorted em-
phatically.
"Then why haven't you reported
sooner?" asked St. Peter, "you've
been dead for a long time."
A rich old maid, so the tale goes,
had a mamma cat which she never
let out of the house at night. Then
the lady went on a South American
cruise and later cabled her maid:
"Having wonderful time. Met won-
derful man. Be sure to let cat out
every night."
Passing Punch Lines by "Voke"
 Both hands free to twirl the
basket
  Close the window yourself
 Saved the horse and wagon
(Editor's Note: We can't print the
first part of these jokes. Address all
inquiries to John Voelker c/o THE
TECHNIC)
REVEALS NEW FACTS ABOUT METAL STRUCTURE. Electron
micrography—up to X50,000 with the electron microscope—
reveals new facts about metal structure, surface protection,
and effect of processing procedures.
DETERMINES COMPOSITION OF MATERIALS. The composition
of almost any material is shown in a flash through spectrog-
raphy. It is a means of making frequent production line
analyses that keep a check on specifications.
SHOWS STRESSES AND STRAINS VISUALLY. By photographing
the patterns developed by polarized light as it passes through
a plastic model of a part, the engineer can have visible evi-
dence of the points of stress within the part.
In the engineering laboratory—on the production line —
photography is today an important tool. It searches metal
structure through electron micrography, x-ray diffraction,
and micro-radiography. It makes swift mechanical motions
seeable by showing them at a snail's pace with high speed
movies. Or it can halt an instant of an instrument's fleeting
trace and record it for study.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
College graduates in the physical sciences, engineering, and
business administration regularly find employment with Kodak.
Interested students should consult their placement office or
write direct to Business and Technical Personnel Department,
Eastman Kodak Company, 343 State Street, Rochester 4, N. Y.
Send for this FREE Book
It tells how photography is used to:
Speed production • Cut engineer-
ing time • Assure quality main-
tenance • Train more workers





What are the advantages of
working for a large company?
From a poll of college graduates
with ten years' experience
at General Electric
In order of mentions:
1. Greater variety of opportunities. Sample quotes:
"More chances of getting into a type of work you
will thoroughly enjoy." "Wider choice of jobs."
"Plenty of opportunity to find the right job."
"There are more opportunities for potential
managers than there are candidates." "All sizes
of puddles for all sizes of frogs." "More oppor-
tunities becoming available due to expansion,
transfers. retiremeOts."
2. Greater opportunity- .for adjustment. "G.E. goes
out of its way to find the corner you are happiest in
and best suited for." "Didn't have to decide on a
particular specialty until I had looked the field
over." "You can investigate many types of work
before choosing your own special field." "Chance
to change jobs without losing advantages connected
with length of service." "You can change your line
of work almost at will without changing employer."
3. More chance to learn. "More opportunity to get
a good orientation and training program." "Un-
limited training." "Better organized and planned
training courses." "Opportunity of finding the
best of training in my chosen field." "G-E training
programs a good bridge between college and in-
dustry." "Training from experienced men." "Good
chance to learn by association with established ex-
perts in many fields."
4. Greater stability and security. "Business more
stable in large company." "Stability if ability is
proven." "Progressive policies concerning pen-
sions. health insurance, etc." "Good security if
you do a good job."
5. Broader sources of information. "Tremendous
wealth of scientific knowledge and information no
further away than telephone." "Ease of obtaining
technical information, special information, serv-
ices." "Wealth of knowledge and experience to
draw from." "Experts available for consultation."
"Access to latest and best technical information
and ability."
6. Better facilities and resources. "Best technical
skills and facilities are available." "Good research
facilities and projects." "Better facilities for doing
a better job." "Best in equipment and facilities."
"If an idea or project is worth while and you sell it,
there are adequate resources of men, material and
financial backing."
7. High standard of ethics. "More honest effort to
put value into the product." "Most people I know
at G. E. are more interested in building good equip-
ment than in profits by any means." "Fair treat-
ment by management." "Near certainty that you
will receive fair treatment." "No fear of relatives
of the boss getting rav promotion."
8. Chance for greater personal prestige. "Prestige of
working with a company known nationally and in-
ternationally." "Friendships all over country
among people of your own background and educa-
tion." "Community recognition."
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